CR1 EX 4 – CR1 SKIPPER- EMERGENCY PROCEDURES:
Tasks: To supervise the emergency procedures drills listed below.
TAKE CHARGE OF THE SITUATION AND COMMUNICATE THE PLAN OF ACTION.
Abandon Ship can only be ordered by the Skipper/person responsible for the safety of the vessel.
Intercom orders or stamping on flybridge floor indicates there is need to contact Skipper immediately.
In all emergencies
STAY CALM Stop, Think, Act
ALWAYS Communicate with Skipper
TASK 1.- FIRE ON BOARD DRILL
Find The Fire
Yes

Inspect/isolate Report Extinguish -

Extinguish if immediate and quick action will do the job.
Raise the Alarm - Inform Skipper /Crew

Using the appropriate extinguisher
The trainee skipper understood the fire triangle & recognised the extinguishers & their usage.
Yes WATER Red - Wood Paper. NOT to be used on oil, diesel or electrical fires
Yes FOAM Blue - Oil and Diesel fires only; NOT on Electrical Fires
Yes DRY CHEMICAL - Red with White Band - all types
The trainee skipper supervised the following fire drills.
Scenario 1 - Fire in Cabin
Yes Inform Skipper immediately.
Yes Ensure sitrep is sent by wheelhouse radio before power loss.
Yes Inform crew /passengers to stand back.
Yes Position vessel to blow smoke/fumes away and minimise spread.
Yes Remove flammables to outer deck if possible to reduce smoke in enclosed area.
Yes Ensure it is out, last resort, if safe to do so, throw bin overboard.
Yes Complete damage control checks and repairs.
Scenario 2 - Fire in Engine Room
Yes Inform Skipper immediately.
Yes Do not open up spaces to inspect from a position that could expose you to a rush of flames.
Yes Use Dry Chemical extinguishers from lying on the cabin without entering the hold space.
Yes If severe, shut down motors, turn off fuel, close vents.
Scenario 3 - Fire in main structure overwhelms extinguishers
Yes The deck hose is not intended as the first line of attack against a fire. Always use the fire
extinguishers first.
Yes Fire hoses should be used for boundary cooling of vessel in the proximity of another vessel on
fire or when and if the fire gets out of control and the structure catches alight.
Yes The fire hose on the vessel is located on the back deck
Once the hoses has been connected, the seawater bilge valve is to be switched to Seawater and
Deckhose. Bilge pump switch on starboard side bulkhead outside cabin is to be switched on. Port
motor must be running, if not the hose can be used by the manual pump.
In all cases the Skipper completes an incident report form.
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In all cases stop vessel and ensure the watertight integrity of both vessels. Exchange details with
the other vessel and complete an incident report.
TASK 2.- COLLISION DRILL
The trainee skipper supervised the following collision drill.
Crew duties
Skippers duties
Yes Secure both vessels until damage inspection Yes Assist in damage inspection including
determines the safest vessel (platform).
sounding tanks and void spaces.
Yes Activate appropriate damage control/
Yes Assist in emergency procedure.
emergency procedure - fire, abandon ship,
casualty, pollution control.
Yes Move all passengers to the safest platform.
Yes Search for the injured and give first aid.
Yes Radio priority message for assistance.
Yes Inform authorities/complete incident report

TASK 3.- ABANDON SHIP DRILL
The trainee skipper supervised the following abandon ship simulated outcomes.
Yes Skipper to radio/phone distress call & message that includes position.
Yes Abandon ship order given by skippers orders (or repeated short and long horn blasts)
Yes Ensure crew/passengers have life jackets correctly fitted.
Yes Throw Liferaft over from on cabin roof (a line is needed to ensure it cant drift away)
Yes Instruct passengers to jump into water holding life jacket collar at front and pulling down and
legs together. Ensure they are not jumping into shallow water. Avoid jumping from Top Deck.
Yes Check toilets - berth - cabin is clear of passengers/crew.
Yes Report to Skipper before Crew abandon with flares EPIRB and water.
Yes Ensure no. of survivors match the boarding tally, issue seasickness pills, treat injured.
Yes Tie EPIRB to raft and activate, operate parachute flare.
Yes Maintain a lookout.
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Training resources:
Workbooks- “Shipboard Safety”& “Respond to navigational emergencies”.
“Port Macquarie Sea Rescue Safety Management Manual”.
Presentation - CD Index> CR1 lessons>
Fight and extinguish fires on board a small vessel.
Min. risk of fire and maint. readiness to respond to emerg. situations fire.
Survive at sea in the event of vessel abandonment.
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